
Introducing Our Brand New Vista and
Spectrum Summits!

Have you heard the news? The Trimble
Viewpoint User Summits are coming this
June!

And even better, our Vista and Spectrum users will each be getting their own events. With this
being the first round of our dedicated user summits, you may be wondering why you should attend.
Aside from the fact that our Trimble Viewpoint events are always awesome, here are six reasons
why you should register and join us live.

The Trimble Viewpoint Summits are free & virtual!

1. The Best Construction ERP Tips and Tricks

These summits will be packed with sessions providing you with the best tips and tricks for your
ERP. Hear not only from our product experts, but also from customers on how they are using
Trimble Viewpoint technology to the best of its ability.

2. It’s Virtual

Who doesn’t love having the opportunity to learn and better themselves professionally? And who
doesn't love doing it from the comfort of their own home while wearing sweatpants? Well, maybe



you’re back in the office but you get the point. Attend from anywhere, without spending money on
travel or the hassle of taking time off from work.

Earn up to 7 CPE credits!

3. Get Your CPE Credits Here!

You can earn up to seven free CPE credits over the course of your two-day summit. Just be sure to
attend each session until the end! (FYI: On-demand sessions are not eligible for CPEs, so be sure
to join us live).

4. New Product Announcements

We have some BIG product news that we can’t wait to share with you! And before you ask, no we
can not tell you what they are just yet, but we promise they will help you save time, effort and
errors, allowing you to make the most of your Trimble Viewpoint tech investments.

Come network and learn from your construction peers!

5. Great Opportunities to Interact with Trimble
Viewpoint Professionals and Network with
Other Users to Get Answers to Your Biggest
Questions!



Take some time in between sessions to virtually chat and connect with your peers. We will also
have a wide array of virtual booths available for you to check out. From Professional Services, to
Customer Success, to Support, and more, we cannot wait to say “Hi” and help you grow in your
Trimble Viewpoint knowledge.

6. It’s Free!

Need we say more?

Trimble Viewpoint’s Vista and Spectrum User Summits are about more than just software. Our
2022 theme is People, Productivity, Purpose, because this is your life’s work. In an unpredictable
business landscape, our knowledgeable presenters will demonstrate how we’re helping you track
projects and create more predictable profit, while enabling you to get more time back to focus on
bigger strategic priorities.

Join us for the Spectrum Summit on June 8-9, 2022 or the Vista Summit on June 14-15, 2022.

Register here, and we’ll see you there!
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